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Voluntary Code of Honour for German Film Festivals 

 
This Code of Honour has been adopted by the meeting of the members of the AG Kurzfilm on 10 
February 2014. 
 
Preamble 

The German Short Film Association aims to support sustainably a responsible, fair and 
respectful association of film festivals and the copyright holders of the films. We assume 
that it is the common goal of all short film festivals to present the diversity and creativity of 
short films from all over the world to their local audience and thereby draw an interest to 
short films and their filmmakers. At the same time, we want to strengthen the awareness of 
the festivals of their significance and responsibility as an important platform of the short film 
scene and industry. 
  
1.   Film festivals distinguish themselves from regular cinema or open air screenings by taking place 

on several consecutive days, offering various screenings per day and creating an intense festival 

atmosphere for their audience and guests.   

2.   Film festivals agree upon their dates in due time to prevent unnecessary interferences or 
competitive situations.  

3.   Submission of films: The conditions for submissions have to be transparent and comprehensible 

– e.g. regulations, entry fees. This information has to be displayed clearly visible on the festivals’ 
websites at all times. Festivals communicate with the copyright holders on a regular basis. It has 
to be clear at all times that they agree to the basic festival conditions – e.g. to the planned 
number of screenings. 

4.   Acquired screening rights may only refer to projections in the context of a festival. A submission 
may not be combined with licensing for other ways of exploitation (e.g. TV, internet, video, 
commercial screenings of any kind).  

5.   National/international film festivals: A festival may call itself “international”, when its programme 
contains films from at least three different countries. At international film festivals, all films have 

to be screened either in an English version, with English subtitles or live interpretation. This 
applies to all sections of a festival but especially to competitions.  

6.   At an international festival all documents – printed and online – need to be available in English.  

7.   Insurance: Festivals have to procure a film print insurance which includes digital formats on 
their media.  

8.   If a submitted film is not selected for competition, the copyright holder shall be notified. The 
form of notification has to be made clear in the regulations. 

9.   Costs of print transport: Festivals abide by a one-way-rule, which means that the copyright 
holder is responsible for the costs and transport to the festival and the festivals are responsible 
for costs and transport of the print back to the destination stated by the copyright holder. Where 
applicable, festivals collaborate to minimize the costs of transportation. 

10. Festivals are responsible for press relations and promotion. The rights of use for image and film 
material for press and promotion purposes have to be obtained from the copyright holders by 
the festivals.  
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11. Catalogue: A festival catalogue has to contain minimal contact information of the copyright 

holder (name, email address). Further obligatory film information is: Title, director, year of 
production, country of production, length. Additional information such as script, production, 
DOP, editor, music, sound, language and subtitles as well as biography or filmography are 
optional in the catalogue, but should be available online. A catalogue should also contain jury 
members, awards and imprint.  

12. Guests: Festivals invite filmmakers and – if possible – other industry professionals to further the 
exchange of filmmakers, professionals and press as well as communication with the audience.  

13. Festivals offer seminars for the qualification and networking of filmmakers and other 
professionals.  

14. Projection: Festivals screen films in the format previously agreed upon with the copyright holder. 
Festivals ensure the best possible projection and avoid the screening of unfinished material or 

versions marked as preview copy.  

15. Programming: All films in competition have to be treated equally in regard to programming. The 

number of screenings in the competition and if applicable, special programmes, has to be 
communicated in the regulations and agreed upon with the copyright holder.  

16. Juries of international competitions consist of international members. 

17. Awards are handed or disbursed to the winners as soon as possible. Award winners are given 
the amount according to the information published in the regulations and the catalogue.  

18. Festivals keep statistical data about their audience for regular analysis and information for press 

and supporters.   

19. The festivals are responsible for the handling of customs clearance for import and export (with 
proper papers referring to those of the import) of the film prints or media.  

20. Reshipment of film prints/media: Each festival commits to a fast reshipment of the screening 
prints to the address provided. Dates for consecutive screenings have to be kept. Exceptions 
have to be communicated in a timely manner. 

21. We encourage festivals to file the data and preview copies of the entered films. This should be 
communicated in the regulations. All respective questions have to be resolved with the copyright 
holders in advance. 

22. The copyright holders have to be given the possibility to withdraw their work from the festival 
upon good cause shown until six weeks before the start of the festival, but at least five days 
after reception of the official acceptance letter from the festival, if it does not cause significant 

financial or conceptual damage to the event. The deadline and the form of withdrawal have to 
be communicated in the regulations. 

23. There are no entry fees to be issued for short films. 

 


